Good evening.
So, as we’re a little short on time, I’m going to try and zip through the introductory
material.
This project on the census is the first report of a larger overarching project that aims
to document the process of policy capture by LGBT and trans rights organizations
across our institutions, and how that is leading to a process of sex erasure across
public policy, language, law, and data collection.
All the reports are available at thepoliticalerasureofsex.org, and I’m sure the
organizers will pop that link in the chat…
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The census is a particularly good case study of this process, because the census
authorities have made changes to the meaning of the sex variable on the census
while consulting exclusively with LGBT and trans rights organisations.
The census is also interesting because the redefinition of the sex variable is a kind of
pure manifestation of the ontology and emotional drive behind the trans rights
project to overwrite sex with gender identity across public life.
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In the appendix to the report I give a brief history of the development of transgender
ideology, and particularly its sex denialist aspects. I imagine many of you will be
familiar with the concepts, but I hope this will give you an interesting peek into how
they evolved.
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Anyway, to get onto the substance of what we’re looking at today.
There are three major headlines about where the impact of trans rights organisations
is most visible in the recent work of the census.,
- Firstly, in the guidance, which in 2011 effectively changed the meaning of the sex
variable to ‘self-identified sex’ that is, to gender identity.
- Secondly, in 2017, ONS suggested removing the sex question or making it nonmandatory to meet the needs of trans respondents, and only rowed back on this
when this was picked up by the press
- Lastly, in 2018, NRS presented a bill to the Scottish parliament that replaced the
sex question with a non-binary sex question, that is, by a gender identity question,
even though their data did not support this move.
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So, how did this all happen?
In this presentation we’ll look at two ways consulting exclusively with trans
stakeholders impacted the census work.
Firstly, through the absorption of trans ideological ideas which conflated sex and
gender identity
And secondly, by placing disproportionate emphasis on the needs of both trans
stakeholders and the reactions of trans respondents.
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Okay, so first let’s take a look at some of the conceptual muddle going on in the
census work
The first thing I want to note is that ONS especially spend a lot of time telling us how
they are going to consult with trans stakeholders in order to ‘clarify their concept’s
They never seem to notice that consulting exclusively with trans stakeholders who
are committed to the conflation of sex and gender identity is not going to clarify their
concepts at all. Rather, its going to confuse and obfuscate them.
Here for example, we see some examples from the development process where ONS
clearly use the sex-based concepts ‘male’ and ‘female’ in reference to defining gender
or identity.
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This confusion then manifests in this 2017 document, under the not-at-all ironic title
of ‘understanding concepts.’
• The first thing to note here is that ONS are using the same pair of terms to define
two different concepts. This is not ‘understanding concepts.’ This is ‘confusing and
conflating them.’
• What seems clear is that ONS have here accepted that one can self-identify as
male or female and are clearly concerned about people’s ability to self-identify and
answer the census. All of which implies an intention to allow people to self-identify
their sex in the sex variable.
• Indeed, when they start work on the gender identity question in response to the
2015/6 consultation, ONS do an overview of practices in other countries, and give
several examples of places where gender identification is being recorded in the sex
variable, without questioning what this is doing to the quality of the sex-data.
Throughout their development work they are also receptive to the idea that trans
respondents must be able to answer the sex question in line with their gender
identity.
• This is probably not that surprising, given that in 2011 they already introduced
guidance that redefines sex as self-identified sex.
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However, at the same time, they are still suggesting that sex is defined by the
government as a biological concept, although the use of ‘the assigned at birth’
structure is nonetheless a solid tell of trans ideological influence.
Still, the definition of sex given here is not terrible. It’s not actually the definition
they’re using, but its not bad.
On the other hand, the definition of gender here is a real mess…
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And it leads to what is probably my favourite piece of conceptual mish-mash in a
whole pile of wooliness.
Gender is both a social construct and an internal sense of self. Okay. And nobody
stops to think about whether it makes sense to define gender as that something is
both an internal state of being and an external social construct, or notices that the
government hasn’t actually produced a statutory definition of gender, and neither has
the law…Nor do they stop to question why they are assuming that people’s personal
identification with social constructs should straightforwardly overwrite the material
facts of their sex.
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Indeed, ONS never admit, let alone grapple with, the conceptual muddle of defining
gender identity in a way that overwrites the sex question. Throughout the process
they maintain that the sex variable is important, and they are not doing anything that
might be ‘jeopardizing the quality’ of the sex-data.
One of the sleights of hand here is that when they assert that the work on gender
identity has no effect on the quality of the sex data, they are referring to response
rates to quantitative testing of questions and not to whether the data is being
impacted by the conceptual clarity of what they are measuring.
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Indeed, it would be impossible for their statements about the quality of the sex data
to refer to conceptual clarity, because there is no conceptual clarity.
In this, they have violated the first principle of questionnaire design, which is to know
what you are measuring, as Susan McVie made plain to the Scottish parliament in
2018.
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Now to turn to National Records of Scotland. Unlike ONS, NRS are far more explicit
about the impact of the guidance on their thinking, and, inadvertently, on the lack of
clarity about what they are measuring.
It’s pretty puzzling how someone could put these definitions next to each other and
somehow convince themselves that ‘whether someone identifies as male or female
or something else,’ is conceptually distinct from ‘whether someone has an internal
sense of themselves as a man, woman, or something else.’
Somehow however they never admit to themselves they’ve conflated the concepts,
and that, given that sex is a material fact and not an identity, self-identified sex is
actually a measure of gender identity. And this conflation then leads to the
conceptual mess of the Scottish Census Amendment Bill
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In presenting the Scottish Census Amendment Bill, NRS conflate sex and gender
identity in at least three places.
In the Bill itself, where they propose inserting ‘including gender identity’ into the
definition of sex.
In the accompanying Equality Impact Assessment, where they deal with the two
protected characteristics of sex and gender reassignment together, and pay no
attention to the impact on the sex variable.
And in the Policy Memorandum, which explicitly notes they are not measuring
biological sex, redefines the sex question as a non-binary or gender identity question,
and justifies this by suggesting society’s definition of sex has changed and its needs to
be more ‘inclusive.’ What they never deal with is that definitions exclude thing by
definition, and that if you include things not previously included in a definition, you
have changed its meaning to something else.
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Despite all this, when concerns are raised by Joan McAlpine parliamentary
committee, NRS write a letter claiming that they never intended to conflate sex and
gender identity. Even though they transparently have.
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So, there is a lot of conceptual confusion here, and denial about that conceptual
confusion, and that can be attributed in part to the census authorities uncritically
adopting trans ideological concepts, which have the conflation between sex and
gender identity, or the overwriting of sex by gender identity, baked in.
The second major factor that impacts the question development process is the way
the census authorities give massive amounts of importance to the reactions of trans
respondents to the sex question. This is despite the fact that, as this NRS criteria
makes evident, respondent need is not a primary variable for assessing census
questions.
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As these quotes make evident, trans respondents find the sex question challenging,
and this is found throughout the work on the census.
The question is how the census authorities should properly respond to this, and
whether they should respond by redefining the sex-variable to meet the needs of this
small pool of respondents, without considering the impact on people protected
under the sex variable, and the needs of data users more widely.
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What my research suggests is that the data NRS present in the 2018 Sex and Gender
Identity Topic Report that accompanies the introduction of the Census Amendment
Bill does not support the decision to change the sex question to a non-binary sex
question.
I examine the reasons why the claims NRS make about their data are not actually
born out by the data in a lot of detail in the report, and I conclude that the decision to
introduce a non-binary sex question is reached by placing disproportionate emphasis
on the emotional reactions of trans participants, and perhaps most importantly,
massaging the data to allegedly support the outcome wanted by the trans
stakeholders.
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As Lucy Hunter Blackburn said to the Scottish Parliament, with delicious civil servantly
understatement…
“The topic report is a fascinating read… However, it left me…with a lot of questions
about how…one decision was taken and another was not.”
Well, indeed.
Thank you.
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